**RED Bronze**

- **HAMMEL, DOMAINE DE CROCHET, CUVEE CHARLES AUGUSTE, MONT SUR ROLLE, VAUD, SWITZERLAND 2002**

- **SIMCIC MARJAN, TEODOR RDECE RESERVE, GORISKA BRDA, PRIMORSKA, SLOVENIA 1999**
  Attractive plums with coffee and

**Silver**

- **CHATEAU DERESZLA, TOKAJI ASZU ESZENCIA, HUNGARY 1988**
  Green highlights. Green intensity/energy. Concentration is total. Complex wine dominated by its high acidity, exotic and glossy. Sexy posh spice! 5 years+. UK: £180; L&W

- **CHATEAU HENYE, TOKAJI 5 PUTTNYOS, HUNGARY 2000**
  Classic young open, lime. Simple, developed, bright, good acid/sugar balance. Classic, complex. 5 years+. UK: £200; L&W

- **CROWN ESTATES OF HUNGARY, TOKAJI ASZU, SARVVAS VINEYARD, 6 PUTTNYOS, HUNGARY 1994**
  Golden/tawny. Burnt marmalade. Lighter


- **SIMCIC MARJAN, LEONARDO (PASSITO) RIBOLLA GIALLA, GORISKA BRDA, PRIMORSKA, SLOVENIA 2000**
  Tawny gold, bright. Intense and distinctive, lemon sultana and lemon balm notes and honey. Attractive and distinctive. Balanced acidity and good length. 5–10 years. US: USMWI

- **ROYAL TOKAJI, TOKAJI ASZU ESZENCIA, HUNGARY 1995**
  Rich tawny gold. Marmalade intensity. Clean and good. Deeply intense, sweet concentration. Clean and firm